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THE BINARY DIGITS OF A POWER

KENNETH B. STOLARSKY

Abstract. Let B(m) denote the number of ones in the binary expansion of

the integer m > 1 and let rh(m) = B(mh)/B(m) where A is a positive

integer. The maximal order of magnitude of rh(m) is e(A)(logm)(*_l)/*

where c(h) > 0 depends only on h. That this is best possible follows from

the Bose-Chowla theorem. The minimal order of magnitude of r2(m) is at

most c(log log m^/log m where c > 0 is an absolute constant.

1. Introduction. It seems difficult to say anything about the distribution of

ones in the binary expansion of a surd such as V2 (but see P. Erdös [6, p.

215, Theorem 2] and J. Samborski [11]). We study the easier yet somehow

related problem of digital distribution in powers of integers. Let B(m) denote

the number of ones in the binary expansion of m. It is known that B(m) and

h~xB(mh), for a fixed integer h, have the same average order of magnitude,

namely (log m)/(2 log 2). In fact, stronger results for base 10 are proved in H.

Davenport and P. Erdös [3]; see also A. Besicovitch [1]. Here we investigate

the pointwise relationship of these quantities.

Throughout, logarithms are to the base 2 unless otherwise specified.

Definition. Let

rh(m) = B(m")/B(m). (1.1)

Theorem 1. Let m and h be positive integers greater than 1. Then

rh(m)<2(hlogm)x-x/h, (1.2)

and this is best possible in that there is a constant c(h) > 0, depending only on

h, such that

rh(m)>c(h)(logm)x-x/h (1.3)

infinitely often.

Theorem 2. Let m be a positive integer greater than 1. Then (trivial estimate)

we have

r2(m) > {[log/fi] + I}"'.

On the other hand, there are infinitely many integers m such that

r2(m) < 4(log log w)2/log m. (1.4)
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It is well known that

B(ab) < B(a)B(b) (1.5)

for positive integers a and b, and examples such as

(111)(100100) = (111 111)

show it is best possible. However, (1.5) with a = b = m is usually far weaker

than (1.2) with A = 2, since (log m)x/2 is usually much less than B(m). For

very precise statements of the value distribution of B(m) see I. Kátai and J.

Mogyoródi [8].

An extensive bibliography for the function B(n), together with a historical

survey, is given in [12]; see also [13], [14].

2. Proof of Theorem 1. Let x = B(m) and

rh(m) = B(mh)/B(m). (2.1)

Then by (1.5) and the trivial estimate

B(m) <[logm] + 1, (2.2)

where [u] denotes the greatest integer in u, we have

rh(m) < x~xmin{h log m + I, xh). (2.3)

For xh > A log m we have

rh(m) < (A log m)l-x/h+\. (2.4)

Otherwise

rh(m) < x"-x <(h log m)x~l/h (2.5)

and (1.2) follows.

Our proof of (1.3) uses a notable result of Bose and Chowla.

Theorem 3 (Bose-Chowla). Let h > 2 be an integer.  Then there are

infinitely many integers M for which there exist integers ax, . . . ,aM+x such that

1 < ax <a2< • • • <aM+x = MH, (2.6)

while every sum of the form

ah + • • • + aÁ,       1< jx < • - • < jh < M + 1 (2.7)

is distinct.

Proof. See either [2] or [7, pp. 81-83].

We shall refer to this property of the a, as the distinct sums property.

Let k = [log A!] + 1. Choose M > 3(k + 1) and a,, . . . , aM+l so that the

conclusion of Theorem 3 holds. Let C(i) he the class of all a, such that

Oj = i mod(k +1),       0 < / < k. (2.8)

For some /„, the corresponding C(/0) has at least

[{M+\)/{k + l)] = N+l (2.9)

elements. Subtract /0 from each element of C(i0), remove the smallest (which
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might be zero), and label the elements of the transformed set as yx, ... ,yN in

increasing order. Thus

K yx<y2< ■    ■ < yN < Mh < {(N + 2)(k + l)}h,       (2.10)

and the>>, evidently have the distinct sums property.

Define m by

N

m= 2 2». (2.11)
< = i

Then

«* = 2 'C(A; A„ . . . , A„)2''*' + ' ' ' +^ (2.12)

where the C(h; hx, . . ., hN) are the usual multinomial coefficients, bounded

above by 2k, and the summation is over all

(N + h-l)
\    N- 1    I

vectors (hx, . . . ,hN) satisfying

hx + ■ ■ ■ + hN = h. (2.13)

By writing the multinomial coefficients in binary, we obtain

C(A;A„ ...,A„) = 2 2i(""'■-**> (2.14)
7-1

where J = J(hx, . . . , hN), and

0 < b(j; hx, . . . , hN) < k,       1 < j < /. (2.15)

Upon combining (2.12) and (2.14) we obtain

mh = V' S\2y,h,+  "+yNhf,+biJ',h.h"\ (2.16)

j

To see that the exponents on the right of (2.16) are distinct, examine them

modulo k + 1. Since

y¡ = 0 mod(A: + 1), (2.17)

the equality of two exponents implies that the corresponding b(j; •) terms are

congruent modulo k + 1, and hence, by (2.15), are equal. But then the values

of (A,, ..., hN) must be the same for both exponents by the distinct sums

property. Finally, (2.14) shows that the values of j are identical, since the

binary expansion of a number is unique. Hence

Nh~x/h\ < N(N + 1) • • • (N + h - \)/h\N < B(mh)/B(m).   (2.18)

On the other hand, from (2.10) and (2.11), we have

log m < yN + 1 < {(N + 2)(k + l)}"+ 1 < 2h+xNh (k + l)h.   (2.19)

Upon raising both sides of (2.19) to the power (A - 1)/A and combining with

(2.18), the result follows.
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3. Proof of Theorem 2. We begin by observing that

B(2a - 2b) = a - b,       a> b. (3.1)

From this it is easy to deduce that for

A > tz, > a2 > • • • > aq > 0

we have

B(2A - 2a' - 2°> - • • • - 2a<) - 1 + (A - a, - 1) + (a, - a2 - 1)

+ • • • + (fl,_, - aq - 1) - ^ + 1 - aq - q.   (3.2)

Now let q > 1, set a(/) = 2' and

5= 5?= 2 2a(9+1)-aW+1, (3.3)

7 = 1

and define

m = 2a("+x) - S. (3.4)

Then from (3.2) we have

B(m) = 2q+x + 1 - (2Î+I - 2" + 1) - q = 2? - q. (3.5)

Now

m2 = 22<K«7+ o _ 2Û<?+ »+15 + S2. (3.6)

The first «7 - 1 squared terms from S2 cancel out the first two terms on the

right of (3.6), so

Q
m2 = 2"(«+1)+2+ 2 2e;    Q = q(q - l)/2, (3.7)

/=i

where each e, > 0 is an integer. Clearly

B(m2) < I +[q(q - l)/2]; (3.8)

it is easily seen (though not needed here) that equality holds. Since

2i < log m < 2Í+1, (3.9)

the result follows.

By slightly perturbing the exponents in (3.3), we can create a wider (but still

rather "thin") class of integers with small values of r2(m).

4. Remarks. It seems reasonable to expect that

liminf rh(m) = 0 (4.1)

for every fixed A > 2, but I do not see how to prove this. Set

R„(T)=T'X 2 rh(m). (4.2)
m=l

I conjecture that Rh(T)^> h' as T^> 00, where 1 < A' < A, and that
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R(2n) < R(2n+X), (4.3)

at least for all sufficiently large n.
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